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Summary 
 
Quality of the event 
 
- subjects and the presentations themselves were very appropriate for residents, good mixture between 

established know-how and our routine work. at the same time links to (possible future) research 

 
What was your overall impression of this event? 
 
- Everything was just perfect for me. Lectures+getting to know so many Histopath trainess around the 

world+city guided tour including the Beethoven Museum. 
- Organisation, content 
- Lectures 
- lecture GI 
- Lectures and talks that were useful for day-to-day life of junior trainees. 
- Sharing experiences and socialising with other junior trainees in pathology 
- Meeting so many international colleagues. 
- The best lecture and explanation 
- Very well-prepared lectures, perfect for a junior level. I personally very much enjoyed meeting trainees 

from different countries 
- Great presentations 
- exchange between participants and with speakers/heads of the event 
- Quite good range of contents. 
- I loved the approachability of the speakers! It was lovely to talk to them between sessions and have a 

more informal platform to engage with them. 
- Hands on, practical tips how to think, interesting cases that visualizes the diagnostic work. Back to basics. 
- Gastrointestinal pathology 
- Beautiful case Clear explanation 
- Diversity 
 
What was the worst aspect of this event?  
- Nothing really. 
- Sometimes not enough time for the whole presentation 
- Perhaps some of the talks could have been longer. For example, the GI Pathology was an excellent talk but 

it was a pity there was not more time to discuss the remaining slides 
- None 
- No such aspect 
- None 
- I loved that a shuttle service was available through! This was very convenient and much appreciated. 
- At bit long presentations without a short break inserted. Sometimes the presentation was too fast, and it 

was hard to follow 
- The time constraints: e.g. the extremely useful and informative presentation on Gastrointestinal Pathology 

could not be finished because the 2 hours allotted for it were not sufficient and the time ran out. 
- No 
- Short time 
 
 
 



 

 
 
Will the information you learnt be implemented in your practice? 
 
- Especially the IHC lecture highlighted how wisely IHC stains should be used and the instances where 

genetic studies are essential. 
- I now want to get a great understanding of our IHC controls 
- Learning about macroscopic examination of laryngectomy specimens from an expert, and having a 

general perspective on how to use immunohistochemistry in the right way 
- other look on gastrointestinal biopsies and diagnosis of lymphocytic rich gastritis 
- The diagnostic process – assessing slides, when to re-sample, when to use immunohisto and I hope 

avoiding some pitfalls. 
- Will definitely make use of the CUP IHC table provided by Prof. Hartmann. 
 
 
How was your impression of the venue? 
- The venue was perfect for this conference. 
- Very modern and comfortable. 
- very impressive 
- hybrid course 
- Adequate and charming 
- so very fancy 
- Online learning 
- Nice 
- Great 
- easy access modern and comfortable 
- It was great and truly beneficial to my daily practices. 
- Very good! However, Internet reception was rather weak and I, for my part, could not connect to the Wi-

Fi. This would be a lovely addition. 
 
 
Do you have any suggestions for other topics at the event? 
- Next time it would be great if you could include a case-based discussion on bone and soft tissue pathology. 
- Dermatopathology 
- Breast pathology 
- No 
- No 
- Gynaecological pathology More lymphoma pathology and cases Skin pathology Renal pathology 
- Neuropathology 
- Urology could be great too. 
- Dermatoses 
- Molecular Pathology; Impact of the Artificial Intelligence Revolution on the field of Pathology 
- N/A 
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